
 

English - Week beginning: 14.09.20 

Teacher: Mrs. Morton/Mrs. Storey/Mrs Davis    Year 2 
 Main Teaching Activities 

Day Today we are learning 

to…  

Teaching Activities & Key Questions 

Mon 

 

 

  

WALT – engage with the 

outdoor environment.  

FOREST SCHOOL SESSION – children working at home could adapt some of the activities below and have an ‘indoor’ 

forest school session. 

The focus of this session will be to develop children’s awe and wonder of the outdoors and stimulate rich vocabulary 

which can be drawn upon later in the week.  

1. As children enter their ‘forest school’ space, ask them to sit quietly, close their eyes, breathe in and out and be 

still; listening to any sounds they can hear around them. Give them time to relax and sit quietly in the space,  

with the adults modelling this. Then ask the children to open their eyes and reflect on being in the space. How 

do they feel being out here? How is it different from being indoors? What could they hear when they were still 

and quiet? What can they see around them?  



2. Read the poem ‘Out and About’. Please read from photo if at home: 

 
3. Ask the children to talk together about the words they have heard and the illustration they can see. What is 

happening here? What is the weather like? What is the child doing? How do they feel about being outside? How 

do you know?  

4. Re-read the poem again. This time ask children what they think this child is going to do while they are outside. 

What will they do to make them busy? Explain to the children that they will have time and space to explore and 

play in the area like the child in the poem and show them the activities they could complete. Talk about other 

things they could do in the space and establish routines to allow them to engage in the space safely and with 

respect for the nature that exists there e.g. not scaring birds or other creatures and not picking wildflowers.  

Challenge! 

Year 1 and Year 2 



Children will have the opportunity to take part in a variety of activities with an adult present and supervising at all 

times.  Adults will carry Ipads to record generated vocabulary from children to use in later sessions. Children will have 

access to journals to sketch, write or respond to the outdoor learning experience in any way they like. Adults will help 

enable, by exploring talking and playing alongside the children and support in specific activities such as below. For home 

learners, make jottings on scrap paper or in a notebook.  

1. Children will toast marshmallows around fire pit. This can be done over a lit tea light if at home.  

2. Children will carry out a mini-beast hunt using pooters to catch the insects and not harm them. They will use 

magnifying glasses to carry out observations and draw/label their insect. If at home, follow the link: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JuHg5oWF_mo to find out some interesting facts about mini-beasts.  

3. Children will use tarps, rope and sticks to make dens – finished dens will be tested to see how weather-proof 

they are. If at home, your child could make an indoor den with sheets or even use a cardboard box!  

Once all children have completed activities, they will sit around the fire-pit and drink hot chocolate, share stories and 

sing camp songs. This could be adapted for home learning  by using the virtual campfire: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bbLDfueL7eU and singing your child’s favourite songs.  

Tue WALT – write a poem.  1. Display photos from previous day on the whiteboard. If at home, look at pictures of the outdoors on the 

Internet or your indoor forest school (if you have any) from the previous day. Reflect on the experiences of the 

outdoor environment. How did it make them feel? What did they enjoy/not enjoy about the outdoors? What did 

they see, hear or experience? 

2. Read the poem ‘Out and About’ again and tell the children they are going to write their own version.  

Challenge! 

Year 1 and 2 

With adult supporting the writing where needed, your child will look at their jottings from previous day and choose 

something they liked – encourage them to name what it is (noun) e.g. marshmallow. They will then use an adjective to 

describe the item e.g. ‘gooey marshmallow’ and record this in their poem following ‘Out and About’ as a guide. Below is 

an example: 

Gooey marshmallows, 

Warm and soft 

Encourage your child to share their poems and read back what they have written alongside an adult for support. If 

time allows, your child could copy their poems up neatly in their presentation writing.  

Wed WALT – make labels.  1. Re-read ‘Here we are’ book up to ‘the most important things for people to remember…’. If at home, please open 

the ‘Here we are’ pdf. Look at the diagram of the body and explore with your child. In class, use a large scale 

copy and annotate together with children. Read the labels on the diagram. How do they know what the words 

say? Model how to segment and blend the words e.g. l-e-g = leg.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JuHg5oWF_mo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bbLDfueL7eU


2. Talk about our bodies, the parts and the functions. Use the explanations in the text to support talking about 

the internal and external body parts.  

3. Watch https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z9yycdm/articles/zqhbr82 and discuss any other body parts 

they see that are not mentioned in the diagram. What are the functions of these different parts?  

Challenge!  

Ask your child to draw their own anatomical illustrations like in the ‘Here we are’ book, with one half showing the 

external features and one half showing the internal features. Encourage them to add as much information as they 

possibly can with drawings, labels and descriptions depending how confident they are at writing.  

When complete, discuss how we need to keep ourselves healthy and safe.  

Show your child an example of how key information can be presented in a way that is clear and easy to follow. Follow 

the link for an example: https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-51914645 

Use this opportunity to review existing class or home routines. Ask your child to help label some extra captions or 

labels for around the classroom or at home.  

Thu 

 
WALT – explore new 

vocabulary.  

1. Re-read text (open ‘Here we are’ pdf’ if at home) up to ‘but don’t be fooled, we are all people’. Allow your child 

to look carefully at the pictures on this page. Allow them to respond to what they can see. Do any of the figures 

interest them? Do any remind them of people in their own lives? Do they think they have may anything in 

common with some of the figures? E.g. sports, riding a bike etc.  

2. Ask your child to draw a version of themselves (in class use large roll of paper) and add the words ‘but don’t be 

fooled, we are all people’. Adults in class/home can add versions of themselves too. If at home, children can 

draw extra people who are special or important to them. Allow time for them to look for similarities and 

differences between themselves and their class/home community.  

3. Watch the following story clip by following the link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y2egWySNmh0 Discuss 

the clip together and how it relates to what you have read so far. 

4. Introduce key words: fairness, inclusivity, equality and explore what they mean. Explain that these are the 

values that lie at the heart of our classroom and school community and that everyone is welcome and no-one 

here will be treated differently because of the way they look and that we will work together to make sure this 

happens.  

Challenge! 

Children can make a card for an important person to them and explain inside what is special about them. Depending on 

how confident children are with their writing, will dictate the amount they write and the level of adult support needed. 

Some children may choose to add more writing such as a poem inside.  

Read card out aloud and, if possible, arrange to give it to the person it is intended for.  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z9yycdm/articles/zqhbr82
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-51914645
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y2egWySNmh0


Fri 

 
NO ENGLISH LEARNING ON FRIDAY. PLEASE COMPLETE COMPUTING, P.E AND SCIENCE LEARNING.  

 
 


